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Free actions of finite groups on rational homology 3-spheres
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Abstract

We show that any finite group can act freely on a rational homology 3-sphere. 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this note is to prove the following:

Theorem 1.1. LetG be a finite group. Then there is a rational homologyS3 on whichG
acts freely.

That any finite group acts freely on some closed 3-manifold is easy to arrange: There
are many examples of closed 3-manifolds whose fundamental groups surject a free group
of rank two (for example, by taking a connected sum ofS1 × S2’s) and by passing to a
covering space, one can obtain a manifold whose group surjects a free group of any given
rank. This gives a surjection onto any finite group and hence a free action on the associated
covering space. We also note that results of Milnor [3] easily imply that one cannot replace
rational coefficients by integral coefficients and hope for a similar result.

The strategy for proving Theorem 1.1 is this: We begin with a free action ofG on some
3-manifoldM. This makesH1(M) into a representation module for the groupG. (Here,
as throughout, homology groups will be with rational coefficients.) Our first task is to gain
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some control over the representations which occur. To this end we recall that every finite
group acts on its rational group algebraQ[G] by left multiplication to give the so-called
left regular representation. We denote this representation byLG. Then the control we seek
is accomplished in Lemma 2.3, where, denoting the trivial representation by〈1〉 (that is to
say, the one-dimensional vector space with the trivialG-action) we show that one can find
a possibly different 3-manifold and a freeG-action, so that theG-moduleH1(M)⊕ 〈1〉
becomes a large number of copies ofLG.

We then show that one can systematically remove summands of this controlled type by
Dehn surgery, a process which eventually yields a rational homology sphere with freeG

action. We conclude with a sketch that this rational homology sphere can be chosen to be
hyperbolic.

It was pointed out to the authors that Browder and Hsiang (see [1, p. 267]) have proved:

Theorem 1.2. Given a finite groupG and an integerk > 1, there is a freeG action on a
simply connected rational homology sphere of dimension4k − 1.

It was further suggested that perhaps Theorem 1.1 follows from the same ideas, dropping
the conclusion that the manifold is simply connected. Nonetheless we hope that our proof
is still of value, being completely elementary and bypassing Wall groups and the machinery
of high-dimensional surgery.

2. The construction

Suppose thatM is a 3-manifold with a freeG-action. Suppose thatγ1, . . . , γk|G| is
a set of disjoint smooth simple closed curves inM which are freely permuted byG.
Equivariantly deleting open regular neighborhoods of these curves, we form the manifold

X =M −G ·N(γ1 t · · · t γk|G|
)
.

We note that, by construction,X has a freeG action.
We have aG map

i∗ :H1(∂X)→H1(X)

which is induced by inclusion and by duality we have a splitting into two submodules of
the equal dimensions: ker(i∗)⊕ Im(i∗)∼=H1(∂X). This is still an isomorphism ofQ[G]-
modules, but is not natural since it arose by splitting a short exact sequence.

Lemma 2.1. AsG modules we have: Im(i∗)∼= (LG)k .

Proof. Since∂X consists of tori which are freely permuted byG, there is an isomorphism
H1(∂X)∼= (LG)k⊕ (LG)k. Duality implies that dim(Im(i∗))= dim((LG)k)= k · |G|. The
intersection pairing on∂X is G-equivariant. We denote this pairing by “·”. It induces a
bilinearG-invariant pairing:

〈,〉 : ker(i∗)× Im(i∗)→Q.
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We note that this is well defined, since although the splitting which gives the direct sum
decomposition is not natural, the ambiguity in a choice of element inH1(∂X) representing
an element of Im(i∗) is an element of ker(i∗). The intersection pairing vanishes on the
subspace ker(i∗) thus the ambiguity is erased by〈,〉.

The intersection pairing on a surface is nondegenerate and this implies that〈,〉 is
nondegenerate. This gives an isomorphism ofG-modules

Im(i∗)∼=Hom
(
ker(i∗),Q

)∼= ker(i∗).

The first isomorphism

θ : Im(i∗)∼=Hom
(
ker(i∗),Q

)
is given by[θ(i∗x)](y)= x ·y wherex, y are inH1(∂X). Thenθ isQ-linear. Also, ifg ∈G
then [

θ(gi∗x)
]
(y)= (gx) · y = x · (g−1y)

since the intersection pairing isG-invariant. Thusθ(gi∗x)= θ(i∗x) ◦ g−1. The action of
g ∈ G on φ ∈ Hom(ker(i∗),Q) is φ 7→ φ ◦ g−1. Henceθ is aQ[G]-module map. The
second isomorphism

ψ : Hom
(
ker(i∗),Q

)∼= ker(i∗)

is defined the same way, but in place of〈,〉 we use aG-invariant positive-definite inner-
product on ker(i∗).

Recall that a module issimpleif it has no proper submodules, andsemi-simpleif it is
a direct sum of simple modules. Maschke’s theorem [2, p. 455] states thatk[G] is semi-
simple if the characteristic ofk does not divide the order ofG. In our situationk = Q
has characteristic zero, so the theorem applies. SinceQ[G] is semi-simple, everyQ[G]-
module,M, is semi-simple [2, p. 446]. The number of times a simple module appears (up
to isomorphism) in a decomposition ofM into simple submodules is independent of the
decomposition [2, p. 440]. Now

(LG)
k ⊕ (LG)k ∼=H1(∂X)∼= ker(i∗)⊕ Im(i∗)∼= ker(i∗)⊕ ker(i∗).

If we consider the decompositions of both sides into simple submodules and compare
the number of times each simple module appears, we deduce that ker(i∗) ∼= Im(i∗) ∼=
(LG)

k . 2
Corollary 2.2. If, in addition, the mapi∗ is surjective, thenH1(X)∼= (LG)k .

Lemma 2.3. In the above notation, suppose that the mapi∗ is surjective.
ThenH1(DX)∼= (LG)k ⊕ (LG)k − 〈1〉, where DX denotes the double ofX.

Proof. Choose basepointspL andpR in the left and right copies ofX inside DX and
form the graphΓ by connecting the basepoints by one arc for each copy of a boundary
torus ofX which lies insideDX. The graphΓ admits an obviousG action and there
is a retraction mappingr : DX→ Γ . This retraction is notG-equivariant, but the map
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induced on homology is. The exact sequence of the pair(Γ, {pL,pR}), together with
the observation that our construction gives thatH1(Γ, {pL,pR})∼= (LG)k yields the short
exact sequence

0→H1(Γ )→H1
(
Γ, {pL,pR}

)∼= (LG)k→Q∼= 〈1〉→ 0

so that asG-modules we haveH1(Γ )∼= (LG)k − 〈1〉.
SinceH1(X) is carried by the boundary,H1(X)→ H1(DX) is injective and we have a

short exact sequence ofQ[G]modules:

0→H1(X)∼= (LG)k→H1(DX)→H1(Γ )∼= (LG)k − 〈1〉→ 0

which implies the result. 2
We now seek to improve the module provided by Lemma 2.3. To this end (following

Serre, [4]) we define a submoduleV of aQ[G]-moduleA to becanonical inA if it has
the property that ifV ′ is any submodule ofA with V ′ ∼= V , thenV ′ = V . Not all simple
modules are canonical, but for our purposes it is sufficient to note:

Lemma 2.4. The submodulesLG, 〈1〉 andLG − 〈1〉 are all canonical submodules ofLG.

Proof. Though this is standard, (see [4]) we include a proof for convenience. ThatLG is
canonical in itself is transparent. It is clear that the element

∑
g∈Gλgg ofQ[G] is invariant

under the action ofG if and only if all theλg ∈ Q are equal. Thus there is a unique one-
dimensional subspace,〈1〉, on whichG acts trivially. Hence〈1〉 is canonical. It follows
thatLG − 〈1〉 is canonical inLG since it is the sum of all the simple submodules inLG
which are not isomorphic to〈1〉. 2
Proposition 2.5. Suppose thatM admits a freeG-action so that

H1(M)∼= V ⊕W,
whereV is a canonical submodule ofLG. Then by doing Dehn surgeries onM, we may
find another manifold with freeG-action so that

H1(M
′)∼=W.

Proof. Firstly we note that the moduleLG is cyclic, that is to say, there is a vector
v ∈ LG so that the smallestQ[G]-module containingv is all of LG. This implies that
any submoduleV of LG is also cyclic. This is because theG-action admits aG-
invariant positive definite form. Form the orthogonal decompositionLG ∼= V ⊕ V ⊥ then
the orthogonal projection intoV of any cyclic vector forLG is a cyclic vector forV .

Choose a cyclic vector for the moduleV and represent it by an embedded simple closed
curve γ ⊂ M. By general position we may assume that theG-translates ofγ are all
disjoint, so that as above, we may remove a small equivariant neighbourhood ofγ to form
a manifoldX=M −G ·N(γ ) with freeG-action and|G| torus boundary components.
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Let i : ∂X→X andj :X→M be the inclusion maps. Denoting the projection ontoW

by πW :H1(M)→ W , we obtain aG mapp = πW ◦ j∗ :H1(X)→ W which is clearly
surjective.

Clearlyj∗(Im(i∗))= 〈G · γ 〉 = V sinceγ generates the submoduleV of H1(M).

We claim that in fact ker(p)= Im(i∗). To this end, note that

ker(πW)= V = 〈G · γ 〉 = j∗ Im(i∗),

so that Im(i∗)⊂ ker(p). Moreover, ifξ ∈H1(X) lies in ker(p), this implies thatj∗(ξ) lies
in ker(πW)= V , and so by the observation of the above paragraph,j∗(ξ)= j∗(τ ) for some
τ ∈ Im(i∗). This implies thatξ − τ ∈ ker(j∗)⊂ Im(i∗). It follows that ker(p)= Im(i∗) and
we have a short exact sequence:

0→ Im(i∗)→H1(X)→W → 0

from which it follows thatH1(X) ∼= Im(i∗) ⊕W , whence by Lemma 2.1 thatH1(X) ∼=
LG ⊕W .

We wish to do an equivariant surgery on a boundary torus ofX which kills all of theLG
part ofH1(X).

Now Im(i∗)∼= LG ∼= V ⊕A and the submodule of Im(i∗) corresponding toV is unique
becauseV is canonical inLG. Doing equivariant surgery along the meridianµ ⊂ ∂X
recovers the manifoldM, and

H1(M)∼=H1(X)/i∗〈G.µ〉 ∼=
(
Im(i∗)/〈G.(i∗µ)〉

)⊕W ∼= V ⊕W.
Setting〈G.(i∗µ)〉 = A′, we have an internal direct-sum decomposition Im(i∗)= V ′ ⊕A′.
Note thatV ′ ∼= V is unique, becauseV is canonical.

Fix an elementλ⊂ H1(∂X) represented by a simple closed curve so thatj∗(i∗λ) = γ.
Denote the projection ontoV by πV :H1(M)→ V. Thus πV j∗〈G.(i∗λ)〉 = V. Write
i∗µ = (0,m) and i∗λ = (`1, `2) as elements ofV ′ ⊕ A′ = Im(i∗) < H1(X). Since
πV j∗(i∗λ) is a cyclic vector forV it follows that `1 is a cyclic vector forV ′. Also m
is a cyclic vector forA′.

Fix some integerq and consider theQ[G]-submodule,B, of H1(X) generated by the
vectori∗(µ+ q−1 · λ)= (q−1`1,m+ q−1`2) ∈ V ′ ⊕A′. Let πV ′ ,πA′ be the projection of
V ′ ⊕A′ onto the factors. ThenπV ′B = V ′. Moreover the set of cyclic vectors for a given
representation is open, so that for sufficiently largeq , the vectorm+q−1`2 continues to be
cyclic for the submoduleA′. ThusπA′B =A′. It follows that the submoduleB = V ′ ⊕A′
because it surjects to both factors, and the factors are canonical. Thus equivariant Dehn
filling alongq ·µ+λ produces a manifold withH1(M

′)∼=H1(X)/B ∼=W as required. 2
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows. Our introductory remarks constructed freeG actions

on some closed 3-manifold for any finite groupG, we then perform the modifications to
achieve the situation of Lemma 2.3 and multiple applications of Proposition 2.5 prove the
result.

We conclude with a sketch that the homology sphere can also be chosen to be hyperbolic:
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Theorem 2.6. LetG be a finite group. Then there is an hyperbolic rational homologyS3

on whichG acts freely.

Proof. We have shown that there is a rational homology sphereM on whichG acts freely.
Consider the manifoldM/G. By standard results, this manifold contains a simple closed
curveK, so that(M/G) − K is a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with a single cusp.
With a little more care one can arrange that the loopK lies in the kernel of the map
π1(M/G)→ G defining the covering ofM overM/G, so thatK lifts to M with |G|
preimages.

By standard results (see [5]), all but finitely many surgeries onK yield a hyperbolic
manifold, so that all but finitely many equivariant surgeries onp−1K ⊂M give hyperbolic
3-manifolds. By Corollary 2.2, the action ofG onM − p−1K gives an isomorphism of
G-modulesLG ∼=H1(M − p−1K) and the meridian is a cyclic vector forLG; whence all
sufficiently close vectors on one of the boundary tori are also cyclic vectors; equivariant
surgery along such a slope yields a hyperbolic manifold as required.2
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